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ABSTRACT

Motion segmentation is a fundamental technique for analysing image sequences of real

scenes. A process of identifying moving objects from data is a typical task in many computer

vision applications. In this paper, we propose motion segmentation that generally consists from

background subtraction and foreground pixel segmentation. The Approximated Median Filter

(AMF) was chosen to perform background modeling. Motion segmentation in this paper

covers RGB video data.
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Ⅰ. Introduction

In order to identify moving objects from video

sequence we used motion segmentation procedure

in static scenes that includes background sub-

traction and foreground pixel segmentation.

The process of separating background and ob-

ject is a common problem in vision system appli-

cations like video surveillance, object tracking,

object detection and so on.

In the paper a technique of background model-

ling based on the Approximated Median Filter

AFM) was used. Following motion segmentation

step, moving objects are detected.

The organization of the paper is as follows: in

section Ⅱ a description of background research is

given. In section Ⅲ detection of moving objects

in a video sequence is proposed. In section Ⅳ the

result of experiment is presented and in section

V test performance is done.

Finally section VI is devoted to conclusion and

pointing on some further issues.

Ⅱ. Introduction

Background subtraction algorithms can be div-

ided into 4 steps: preprocessing, background

modeling, background detection and data vali-

dation[1][2].

In a pre-processing stage raw input video is

changed in a form that can be used and con-

formed to an algorithm's goal and capability of

acquisition device. Image processing tasks as

frame, color, noise reduction and spatial oper-

ations are commonly used in most visual applica-

tions on the first stage. To make a real-time

system some size and resolution processed can be

done in order to suppress an amount of input in-

formation, also conditions of storing data should

be considered properly. frame, color, noise reduc-
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Fig 1. Subtraction algorithm

tion and spatial operations are commonly used in

most visual applications on the first stage. To

make a real-time system some size and reso-

lution processed can be done in order to suppress

an amount of input information, also conditions of

storing data should be considered properly.

Background modeling is a description of the

current background scene. The simplest way to

model the background is to acquire a background

image which doesn't include any moving objects.

In some environments, the background isn't

available and can always be changed under crit-

ical situations like illumination

changes, objects being introduced or removed

from the scene. To take into account these prob-

lems of robustness and adaptation, many back-

ground modeling methods have been developed

recently. They can be categorized as follows:

Basic Background Modeling, Statistical, Fuzzy

and Background Estimation. Also classification

can be made in term of recursion, prediction,

adaptation, modality and so on[4].

Foreground detection is supposed to check

whether the input pixels are foreground or

background. The most commonly approach to find

all pixels that match next equitation:

Another popular foreground detection scheme is

to threshold based on the normalized statistics:

where  and  are the mean and the stand-

ard deviation of     for all spa-

tial locations (x,y). Most schemes determine the

foreground threshold T or  experimentally. Of

course an ideal threshold should be a function of

the spatial location, that it could be scaled for

different types regions. For example the threshold

must be higher for regions with high contrast

and smaller for low contrast regions.

Another approach to introduce spatial varia-

bility is to use two thresholds with hysteresis.

The basic idea is that first threshold will identify

pixels whose absolute differences with the back-

ground estimates exceeded a large threshold.

Then, foreground regions are grown from strong

foreground pixels by including neighboring pixels

with absolute differences larger then a smaller

threshold. So algorithm will perform foreground

detection by using a two-pass foreground de-

tection scheme[3].

Data validation process aims to improve output.

Commonly a lot of different techniques can be used

to preserve false-positive and false-negative result.
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III. Proposed method of moving 

objects detection in a video 

sequence

Background modelling (also referred too as back-

ground subtraction) was based on Approximated

Median filter (AMF).

AMF had been previously used for classi-

fication system and urban traffic monitoring

[5][6]. In this paper we focus on the problem of

motion segmentation and though many algorithms

have been proposed in the literature we will try

to extend the AFM scheme for RGB color space.

The main disadvantage of Median filtering is

that the previous frames of video are buffered

and background modeled as the median of buf-

fered frames. And though even if Median filtering

is robust enough it'll require a lot of memory

space. Due to the success of non-recursive me-

dian filtering, AMF was devised as efficient re-

cursive approximation of the median filter by

McFarlane and Schofield[7].

In order to implement AMF we use next

classification. If a pixel value in the current

frame has a value larger than the corresponding

background pixel, the background pixel is in-

cremented by 1. Otherwise the background is de-

cremented by one. In this way input data comes

to a state when half of pixels are greater then

the background and half are less than the

background. The AMF does good job in separat-

ing moving object across video. The pseudocode

written below gives a brief introduction to AMF

Algorithm for AMF

1) B and F are sets of RGB describing

background and foreground pixels

Initialization

2) X is a test sequence

3) F is output foreground sequence

4) Foreground detection

FOR x = 1 to w

FOR y = 1 to h

IF all pixels of test sequence for

all color spaces (R,G,B respectively) are

within the distance  of corresponding

background value B(x,y) THEN

F(x, y) = 0

ELSE

F(x, y) = X(x,y)

ENDIF

5) The background model B={}

IF a pixel value in the current

frame has a value larger than the

corresponding background pixel THEN

B(x, y, z) = B(x,y,z) + 1 //z is

color space index

ELSE

B(x,y,z) = B(x,y,z) - 1;

ENDIF

ENDFOR

Foreground pixel are detected by calculating

the Euclidean norm at time t:

where  is the pixel intensity value,  is

the background intensity value at time t and 
is the foreground threshold.
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where c is the number of image channels[5].

The foreground threshold  determined

experimentally.

IV. Experimental Result

Motion segmentation was conducted by using

Matlab Image Acquisition toolbox. Single static

1.3 mega pixel PC "Wezel" webcam was used to

acquire video sequence, test was performed on

Intel Processor 2.83 HGz, 1.98 Gb of RAM. We

acquired ideo sequence with RGB human in-doors

motion. The result is presented in figure 3.

As shown above result image (Figure3) con-

tains some noise and in some frames even trails

behind the object or shadows.

Shadows are caused by illumination effects so

common remedial is converting an RGB color

space to normalized RGB that should remove the

effect of any intensity variations. We normalized

RGB as follows:

1) Every frame from video sequence was split-

ted into three separated red, green and blue com-

ponent images. For every pixel (5) in component

images eq. 6 was calculated.

where Z is a color pixel, ZR, ZG, ZB are all

color components respectively.

where z is normalized color pixel, color compo-

nents defined as follows. Normalized planes were

restacked again to form normalized RGB image

as presented in Figure 4.
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Figure 5 shows motion segmentation performed

on video sequence that was preprocessed as de-

scribed above, but because some particularly im-

portant pixels were removed too and preprocess-

ing step (RGB normalization) distorted color in-

formation (black parts of his shorts became blue),

I decided to keep shadows but safe color in-

formation as though my application is color based.

Commonly for background subtraction algo-

rithm and color classifier as well, binary mask is

used in order to mark all matched components.

However I wanted to keep color information for

some future work. So I focused on RGB space

and implemented RGB normalization on first vid-

eo sequence to check whether output is better

then not normalized RGB motion segmentation.

The test didn't satisfy my color criteria (almost

all colors were distorted as you can see in Figure

5) and I preferred not normalized output though it

is more corrupted with noise (Figure 3) compare

with normalized one.

Though the AMF has a good performance it

adapts very slowly to a large change in back-

ground and sensitives to environmental noise. So

low frame rate can also improve the result. All

others motion segmentation details are described

in a section Ⅱ and III.

V. Test performance

n order to have a quantitative evaluation of the

performance, we have selected sixteen frames

with moving objects in test sequence, and man-

ually highlighted all the moving objects in them.

Manually highlighted pixels are regarded as

"ground-truth" information and include only ob-

ject's movements. The shadows weren't been in-

cluded since we do not use any shadow sup-

pression scheme in our comparison, all shadows

would be cast as noise and false positives.

We used ROC (receiver operating character-

istics) curve to quantify algorithm[14]. The true

positive rate (also called as hit rate and recall) is

estimated as

where TPR - true positive rate, TP - true

positives, TN- true negatives. The false positive

rate (also called false alarm rate) is

where FPR - false positives rate, FP - false

positives, TN - true negatives.

Tab. 1. The operating characteristics

cutoff truepositives falsepositives
4 0.62 0.4

8 0.65 0.5

12 0.66 0.5

16 0.7 0.5

The measures in Table 1. can be represented

graphically as shown below.
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Fig 6. ROC curve of test performance

In Figure 9. TPR is plotted on the Y axis

and FPR is plotted on the X axis. Test accuracy

is characterized by the plot: the closer curve

comes to the 45-degree diagonal of the ROC

space, the less accurate the test. Also area under

the curve can be a measure of test accuracy.

Test accuracy and other performance charac-

teristics can be improved by using special shad-

ows suppression, applying to some data validation

procedures and some pre-processing that not

necessary for my future purpose so I was sat-

isfied with test’s result.

VI. Conclusion and Future Work

In this paper, we have developed a motion

segmentation technique using background sub-

traction and tested it both for gray-scale and

RGB color space. Background subtraction proce-

dure was based on the AMF. Future work will

include next aims:

1) Elaborating data validation procedures, espe-

cially RGB shadow removal techniques

2) Also I want to implement some ideas about

color detection system Similar that mentioned in

reference list
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